Flames Cause $1,500 Damage In College Laundry

Blaze Starts In Clothing Near Floor

By Jim Baker

Flames, which originated amidst student laundry bundles stacked on shelves near the floor of the college laundry building, raced up the walls of the building last night, igniting the wooden super­structure above.

In Clothing night, igniting the wooden super­structure above. Racing up the walls of the building last night, the flames consumed 190 bundles of laundry destroyed.

The building is insured, according to I. E. Harris, manager of the laundry.

Estimated Damage

It is estimated that upwards of $1,500 damage was done to the building as a result of the fire. This does not include the damage to the laundry.

After apparently subduing the fire an hour after it was called at 7 p.m., the fire department was recalled 30 minutes later as flames were seen to be open.

Seniors Elect Dulaney Vice-President; Shubert, Lee, Weiland Hold Offices

By Bob Hedelt

Four vacant student govern­ment positions were formally filled in a special election held last Wednesday in Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

Phillips Dulaney was elected vice-president of the senior class while Allan E. Shubert emerged victorious as the new senior representa­tive to the assembly. In the elec­tion, students were urged to vote as soon as possible in order to ensure a fair election.

From Capital Dulaney hails from the nation's capital. In addition to his new duty as vice-president of the senior class, he is active in all intramural sports. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and is majoring in economics.

Schubert's home is in Philadel­phia, Pa, and previous to his election as senior representative to the student assembly was active as a member of the Society for the Advancement of Management. He is a member of Kappa Sigma frater­nity, and majors in business admin­istration.

A Spanish major, Lee entered William and Mary in his junior year, transferring from St. Lois to Kappa Sigma fraternity, has just been elected to the position of junior repre­sentative.

From Campus Dulaney went to work in the laundry department; the change of scen­es from the play will be made at the end of the year.

Crew Creates Sets For 'No More Peace'

By Len Crudeli

"Who hid the hammer?" "Has anyone found a gas mask yet?" Amid these cries backstage area of No More Peace, current William and Mary Theatre Group production, the stage of Phi Beta Kappa Hall, No More Peace, to be presented on March 8 and 9, will necessitate the use of three sets, the heights of Mount Olympus, where­in resides N police, St. Francis of Assisi, and a streetlight oper­ator, three main characters of the play; the small town of Kalamazoo, lying between France and Spain; and the glory interior of a prison cell.

As it is now planned, Olympus will be constructed on a seven foot platform overlooking the stage; the change of scen­es will be performed by a new switch of the lights.

The sound effects for the play, having been recorded previously, will be played back over a loud­speaker system situated at the rear of the auditorium, thus enabling the students to enjoy the performance without interference.

By Beth Quinny

Williams and Mary may soon be heard on the air waves if anything comes of a longer discussion con­cerning the possibility of having a campus radio station, which took place at the last meeting of the Student Assembly, held February 14.

There is a strong probability that there may be a station broad­casting from the reservation before the end of the present school year. The chief difficulty at present is in locating someone with a knowl­edge of radio who could head the project in an administrative capacity.

Contact Dayton

Any interested parties have been urged to contact John Dayton or some student assembly representa­tive.

A delegation will be sent from here to a convention for college radio stations to be held at Balti­more in the near future.

Reporting on changes in the tentative schedule for next year, Dick Scobell stated that it would be impossible to have examina­tions scheduled with registration.

Communist Professor

After raising the possibility of having a Communist professor speak at the college, the Student Assembly voted against the move because of the obvious objec­tions involved in carrying out such a plan.

A motion was made and carried that the use of the small gymnasium for dances when other facilities are not available, and also discussion of plans for the May Day dance to be given in the spring.

Graduates

Students who expect to be graduated for a degree in June or August of 1950 and who have not registered, have been re­minded to do so at the regis­trar's office.

Flames Cause $1,500 Damage In College Laundry

Government Plans Radio Station Soon

21 students who made all A's were: Elizabeth R. Ackerman, Lois Emily Ketterson, Evelyn Ellis Assissi, and a switchboard opera­tor, three main characters of the play; the small town of Kalamazoo, lying between France and Spain; and the glory interior of a prison cell. As it is now planned, Olympus will be constructed on a seven foot platform overlooking the stage; the change of scen­es will be performed by a new switch of the lights.

The sound effects for the play, having been recorded previously, will be played back over a loud­speaker system situated at the rear of the auditorium, thus enabling the students to enjoy the performance without interference.

See CREW CREATES, Page 12
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Pictured above are the members of the cast of the forthcoming William and Mary Theatre pro­duction, "NO MORE PEACE."
Honorable Jeopardy —

The Honor System, a most cherished and time-honored practice of the College of William and Mary, is being abused and flaunted by too many of its supposed supporters. Each student who has violated the honor system is guilty, not just because of his act, but, and this is the crux of the matter, usually whenever a test or pop quiz is given. Students don’t wear cloaks and don’t even open books—and get away with it.

Since the withdrawal of reporting a person from the honor system, industry dealing has been going on in some classrooms, and isolated cases are occurring in others. Students are getting away with it because other students don’t think enough of the Honor System to turn them in. And apparently don’t mind if those who cheat get away with it. We have evidence to show that we suspect that some faculty members are turning their backs on some offenders—if he is important enough.

The more the number of cases during the past semester—yes, some have been turned in. But those who are brought before the council often take it as a big joke, and let their friends in on it. Honor trials are sworn to secrecy—yet everyone on campus ir­respective of you know who is on trial, and a distorted shockwave effects the unfortunate situation, making the ob­server knows who is on trial, and a distorted version is being fed around.

The Athletic Association has expressed genuine sor­row at the misdeeds of the boys. They were individuals who represented their Council, and their actions hurt the Council members how to vote. These things are due. Some even are so brash as to try to tell the students what to do. It will not happen again—that was theirs. It will not happen in the future. The Athletic Association does not want the honor system to perish from this college. It must not perish from this college.
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Lee And Pierce, Bus Drivers For Ludwell Dorm, Find Girls' Wishes Challenging, Schedule Difficult To Keep

By Jane Hale

"Wait for me! "Hey, could you hold the bus a minute?" Theodore Pierce and Tom Lee, Ludwell bus drivers, hear these shouts each time they pull away from the Ludwell dorms. Starting at 7 a.m. and continuing until 11 p.m., Theodore and Tom traverse the dark green bus with the large letter Williamsburg painted on the sides to deliver the students to all parts of the world that somebody must be getting an education.

Williamsburg Natives

Both Theodore and Tom have lived in Williamsburg all their lives. Theodore worked in the college kitchen and Tom at the Old Art Museum. They find driving the bus very interesting, especially on Saturday nights. Tom, However, is less interested when there are many exams and there is a constant vibration of many voices, raised high in the current Wigwam activities—e.g., the driver's carry-on even in the course of Rag Mop. To entertain themselves between stops Tom and Theodore stop by at the Chicken Coop for a checker game or just for talk, and on homecoming holidays, Tom enjoys hunting and fishing. Therefore in Ludwell's wintertime propitiated. The girls find this very handy since they must appear in the morning dressed for whatever weather the fates should offer before nighttime.

The space in front of Barrett is more than any- The Theodore and Tom stop in at the Chicken Coop for a checker game or just for talk, and on homecoming holidays, Tom enjoys hunting and fishing. Therefore in Ludwell's wintertime propitiated. The girls find this very handy since they must appear in the morning dressed for whatever weather the fates should offer before nighttime.
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Dun and Bradstreet District Manager
States Confidence in Nation's Future

Harry Meacham, Richmond district manager of Dun & Bradstreet, speaking at the meeting of the Society for the Advancement of Management, Wednesday night in Washington Hall, expressed complete confidence in the continued prosperity of the United States and sharply criticized the pessimistic economists for creating an unwarranted fear of depression.

Describing himself as a student of "applied economics" rather than an economic theorist, Meacham insisted that the "pessimists and lack of faith" could easily bring a rupture in the markets of the world.

"I believe," he said, "the position of productive leadership held by this country is so important that Americans do a lot of selling in order to secure a steady market for American products."

Meacham, a native of Petersburg, has been Dun & Bradstreet District Manager for 17 years. He started in 1933 as a financial reporter for the Williamsburg Virginian and in 1948 was appointed sales manager in Richmond.

In 1944 he was appointed Dun and Bradstreet District Manager for Virginia and was named President of the Virginia Salesmen's Association.

Meacham believes that the modern salesman must be honest and have the ability to get along with people. In connection with the method of training, Meacham declared that he opposed mass training and favored a system of "supervised doing," in which the salesman can best be taught.

"The modern salesman must learn to be a salesman by facing the fact that he does not have the entire market for American products."

The club has just become affiliated with the American Radio Relay League, and has facilities for transmissions of messages without charge to all parts of the United States and foreign lands.

Officers of the Radio Club announced that any student interested is invited to attend the open meeting and demonstration tomorrow night.

ANNOUNCING . . .
A SPECIAL BREAKFAST
50c
ORANGE JUICE
TWO EGGNOG, M...
Hoopmen Upset By Tech; Defeat Keydets, Generals

Tilson, Sayre Pace VPI As Cagers Lose First State Tilt

William and Mary's conference bound basketball quintet suffered its first setback to a state cage team this season when VPI upset the Tribe 66-47 last night. This is VPI's third defeat and second in two games in the first round.

The loss to Tech prevented the Tribe from clinching the Big Six title and dropped the Indians into a two-way tie with George Washington for the second position in the Southern Conference stand.

Baker Takes Second
As Redmen Tune-up

In a tune-up for the forthcoming Big Six and Southern Conference Indoor Meets, the Tribe thumbed the Redmen 46-29 last night in the Maryland Invitational Indoor Games last Saturday in the ROTC Armory at College Park, Md. W&M's center was made the trip, along with assistant coach Dick Smith.

Baker Scores

Two-meter Clyde Baker scored the Tribe's only points during the second period, with a time of 6:20.5. The event was won by Tony San Marino of the Redmen who, in the way, had the entire floor above him, with Paul Varner (VPI) second, and Sam Lindsay found that a start of 6:15.5 effort was good for second place in the 1,500, although the runners were well bunched at the finish. Coach Craiser won the event, with the ninth-place Bob Palmer taking second.

(VPI) Lawson also ran in the same second place in the 880.

Spring Football Drills Reach High Gear;
Greens Best Whites In Scrimmage, 13-7

By Hugh Moore

It may not be football season to none of the basketball enthusiasts, but those who happened upon the scene of the William and Mary football field Saturday agreed unanimously that it looked mighty like any spring football session the country has ever seen.

For some five dozen of "Rube" McCray's fans were watching through a sharp, bone-crushing four quarters of back-breaking action. It was the first scrimmage of the spring season. The Tribe, the Big Green under game conditions, and the Greens edged the Whites, 13 to 7.

Ed Magitzk hauled his way to one Green touchdown and added the point. Eddy Lewis towed a 10-yard attempt to Acre Goodlow for the other.

White Score

Paul Tyrnauer, pitching for the Whites, hit John Krog on fourth down from five yards out for the lone White score. Tommy Martin booted the point.

The Indians were decked out in their new "Y" formation, but the Whites, hit John Krog on fourth down from five yards out for the lone White score. Tommy Martin booted the point.

Tommy Martin, who was the star of the first half, scored twice on two touchdown passes, and added three extra points.

The Tribe Tanken to Close State On Thursday With Division Skyrim

The Tribe Tanken will close their season Thursday afternoon in Blue Gymnasium Pool, where they will compete with Orange Division, one of the top groups in the country.

The Tribe Convention, coached by Lorrin Recher, jumped to an early lead and held the lead throughout the meet, annexing all but two of the 15 first places.

Vic Janega was high man for the Tribe with 14 first places. Howard Smith's Indian of the Week honors this week.

The new backfield alignment appears to be the key to much of Tech's success. It is an alignment that allows the fullback to be used as a center, and as a halfback, and as a fullback.

Still, there's a lot of work to be done. The line, led by 11-year old at 11 yards, continues to be improved, and the team is still working on its defense.

Crosstown Trotting

Yesterday afternoon a well-balanced Virginia Tech team took the measure of the Indians, 49-26, behind the 300-yard dash by Pat Hackett and 880-yard dash by Virginian Paul Varner, who garnered a total of 9% points, while Tom Stevens had 5% and Jack Wood was top man for the meet, with two first places. Bill Paterson added two for the Tribe.

Frosh Cagers Split; Top Hopewell 64-40

The William and Mary Freshmen basketball team, sporting a record of 12 wins against eight losses, played two games last week. The Frosh Journeyed to Hopewell High School and knocked off the Blue Devils, 64-40. Chambers and Hawkins scored the Little Tribe, each scoring 14 points. Foley was high man for Hopewell with nine points, the same score as manager by Jerry Recher, leading 61 points on the season.

The Frosh held off the Centurions last Sunday afternoon, the Centurion's 17 points, but the Tribe opened up in the second stanza, running 16-16, at halftime.

After running out of the Centurion's 17 points, but the Tribe opened up in the second stanza, the All-American halfback, Mike Munro, with 18, 14 and 16 points respectively, while Paul Davis sunk 13 markers for the Frosh.

At the conclusion of the season, the Tribe
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Giermak, Bunting Will Play Home Finale This Saturday

By Mark McCormack

Only two regularly scheduled games, one of them in the conference, remain to be played by this year's Indian basketball team.

Tonight the Braves take to the court against little but potentially dangerous Roanoke College and on Saturday, which will be the final home appearance of the 1949-50 Braves, they will tangle with their traditional rivals, the University of Richmond.

Roanoke College, although they don't boast of too successful a record this year, always prove to be dangerous on their home floor. State champions of two years ago, the Maroons held a convincing victory over Hampden-Sydney this year, the same Hampden-Sydney team that fell to the Indians only after an overtime period of the kind that has shortened the life of many a college coach.

Braves Little Hero

William and Mary would give Roanoke, who is two games under the mark of nothing to lose, a successful end to their season and the Indians, who may well have to be at their best to avoid an ambush.

Saturday night a capacity crowd will pack Bow Gymnasium to see Bunting's performance, but the street basketball players that have overawed Williamsburg, Mary, and other amateurs may well have to be at their best to avoid an ambush.
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Blue Bullets Win; Cubs Upset Lions, In Intramural Play

As the Independent League began its third week of play, three clubs—the Blue Bullets, the Blue Rebels, and the Jersey Cubs—contested for the title of champion.

The Blue Bullets, due to their recent loss to the Blue Rebels, were looking for revenge. The game was held on the Blue Bullets' home court, and the tension was palpable.

In the first half, the Blue Bullets dominated. Their skilled players, led by Fred Lawson, scored 15 points, while the Jersey Cubs struggled to reach the double digits. The Blue Bullets' defense was also a strong point, limiting the Jersey Cubs to just 10 points for the half.

The second half saw a shift in momentum. The Jersey Cubs, led by Bob Lawson's Blue Bullets, pulled out of the halftime deficit with a strong third quarter. They scored 13 points, while the Blue Bullets managed only 10. The game was heating up, and the crowd was on the edge of their seats.

In the final moments of the game, the Blue Bullets' lead was narrowed to a single point. The pressure was intense, and the outcome was uncertain. However, the Blue Bullets held on, scoring two关键 points in the closing seconds to seal the victory. The final score was 55-54, with the Blue Bullets emerging as the victors.

The game was a testament to the skill and determination of both teams. The Blue Bullets, with their solid defense and sharp shooting, showed their worth, while the Jersey Cubs' hard-fought efforts were not in vain. This match marked another exciting chapter in the Intramural Play season, setting the stage for upcoming games and setting the bar high for future matches.
Dr. Warner Moss Advocates Training To New Way Of Thinking In Colleges

By Bill Lee

"We must train people to a new way of thinking about life," stated Dr. Warner Moss, professor of government, in his concluding statements to members of the Marshall-Wythe Symposium last Friday evening.

The Social Sciences As A Whole

The social sciences originated during the time of the Renaissance in the 15th century when they were divorced from all other sciences. However, in the 20th century other divisions followed in the fields of economics, politics, government, sociology, psychology and history.

The development of these branches was considerably altered by the rise of capitalism, when certain basic ideas were established. The isolation of various fields of study had a tendency to bring about a political concept of sovereignty. With the growth of national law, man began to explain things on a new basis of this law. Finally with progress, attempts to advance scientific methods arose. The principle of economic determinism, however, remained inconsistent with the theory of progress.

Characteristics of Middle Class

Many of us who are concerned with the social sciences today are psychological factors found in the middle class society. This class is characterized by a particular set of values which surround them in their daily lives. This class is the middle class from the bottom of the intellectual heap.
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Brewer's recording of musica Muxener who won't believe him, currently being featured in the new London record will surpass in quality an excellent effort has passed by far the platter that is in stock the records that we review. The listener catches Italian shading into his song selling.

The local platter stand carries every stock of record collector's dilemma. We read Tally Ho and boasts fine in-arrangement by Junie Mays. We received prizes which were presented on February 9 to the students and three alumni were notified last week of passing the Virginia State Bar Examination. If the light was operated as a permissible signal, the case involved the liability of the defendant's demurrer to the notice of motion, Judge Heatwole sustained the demurrer, holding that the defendants, arguments that it was a governmental function, and thus ruled for the defendants. While this was the first attempt in Virginia at such an examination, the success of the examination, and the successful passing of the examinations were Sidney Swartz, arguing for the plaintiff; Bob Gleason, attorney for the plaintiff; R. Stackhouse, attorney for the defendant; Evie Carr; and Robert Cook arguing for the defendant; and William and Mary after serving exams. The case involved the liability of the defendant's demurrer to the notice of motion, Judge Heatwole sustained the demurrer, holding that the defendants, arguments that it was a governmental function, and thus ruled for the defendants.

Are You Out PROSPECTING for a good MEAL? Then, Come to WILMAR'S CAFE SHOP

Wood For A Study in Black and White had also announced an examination for Laboratory Electronic Technician examination for filling positions in Washington, D.C., and vicinity at salaries ranging from $3,825 to $10,000 a year, located in Washington, D.C. and vicinity. If the light was operated as a permissible signal, the case involved the liability of the defendant's demurrer to the notice of motion, Judge Heatwole sustained the demurrer, holding that the defendants, arguments that it was a governmental function, and thus ruled for the defendants.
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Recent elections of officers of Delta Beta Delta are president, Fred Thrash; vice-president, Joe Carr; corresponding secretary, Marianne brides; recording secretary, Edith White; treasurer, Peggy Black; rush chairman, Carolyn Forman; social chairman, Maggie Shlton; marshall, Max Jones.

Recently elected officers of Pi Kappa Alpha are Marvin Atkins, editor of the Pat Stringham, editor of the College News, and now makes his home in Williamsburg. Baker may practice law in Williamsburg.

Morange and Savage are from Stafford Courthouse and Fairfax, respectively. Savage, at present is working for an insurance company in Baltimore.

Roysailt Awards Prizes In Poetry, Prose

Four contributors to the first issue of the Roysailt were presented with prizes which were presented for excellence in poetry and prose.

Patty Lambert won first prize for poetry with the Louse while Bruce Crowell earned second prize for his poem, Nightmares at A Club Reporter.

The first prizes awarded for prose went to Martha Craig
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Visitors to Attend Concert Programs

Concert programs in the Governor’s Palace, after the fashion of two centuries ago, will be presented weekly for springtime visitors during April and May. The first concert will be given April 6 with the same program to be repeated on the seven successive Thursday evenings leading May 25.

Attired in 18th century dress, the group of musicians headed by Cary McMurray of the Peninsula Orchestra Association will present a program of well-known selections by 17th and 18th century composers. The Peninsula Orchestra last appeared in Williamsburg in a series of concerts at the “Common Glory” amphitheater during the past summer.

Ensemble Stringers

The group will re-enact the small symphony which became popular in the latter part of the 18th century and will include violin, viola, cello, viola, and the Clementi piano forte. Selections from the works of Handel, Purcell, Corelli, J. C. Quantz, and J. B. Bach will be included in the program.

During intermissions and before and after each concert guest will be able to inspect the candlelight-style dinners and the Clementi piano forte. Selections from the works of Handel, Purcell, Corelli, J. C. Quantz, and J. B. Bach will be included in the program.
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WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Capitol Restaurant

ADOJNINNG THE THEATRE

Attention Students! Special Rates For You! See The Cashier!

Special Student Club Breakfast:

- Fruit Juice, Single Egg (Fried or Scrambled)
- Toast and Jelly, Coffee

Try our appealing dinners, sandwiches, and our special soda fountain refreshments...

Rich sodas, shakes, and malts
Hot fudge sundaes and cake
Banana Splits

Our delicious Open Minute Steak Sandwich with French Fries and Cole Slaw

Only 40c

N―― NYLON wonder bras by “Delightform” only 1.00

A small price to pay for such beautifully made bras of miracle Nylon! An exciting value and designed by “Delightform” to do wonderful things for your figure. Of course the Nylon brush wash and dry in a twinkling as you well know! Stitched undercup in white or pink; plunge style in white only. A cup sizes 32 to 36. B cup: sizes 32 to 38.

CASEY’S, INC.

Peninsula Shopping Center

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

--- Religious News ---

Elliott Wilkins ’56, president of the Canterbury club, has announced that the Canterbury Club’s Mardi-Gras Party, scheduled for Feb. 21, has been canceled due to a conflict with a concert being given by the College the same night. The Club had an its speaker, Feb. 11, the Reverend Grayson C. Dr. C. G.ery gave another of the talks in the series sponsored by the Canterbury Club on Science and Religion.

* * * *

A William and Mary alumnus, Bill Hoff, ’47, will return this Sunday evening to be the guest speaker at the Canterbury Club’s regular Sunday night supper and meeting.

* * * *

Holy Communion for Episcopal students will be held at 1:15 a.m. in the Wren Chapel on Ash Wed-nesday, Feb. 22.

* * * *

Mr. George Pits, a teacher at Matthew Whaley, will be the guest speaker at the regular Sunday evening supper of the Baptist Student Union at the Baptist Student Center.

* * * *

The Balfour-Hill Club announced the election of Wendy Phillips, ’52, as president, following the resignation of Woodrow H. Haddix, ’51.

The Club will hold a round table discussion Feb. 25, the subject of which will be, “Should Judaism in the United States Be Reformed? The moderator will be Leonard Silverman, ’51. All those interested are invited to attend.

Plan for Newman Day, to be celebrated Sunday, February 26, are being formulated. A communio breakfast will be held in the morning and an informal party will be held in the evening at Waltham Academy.
Dr. Fuwler Will Talk In Chapel Tomorrow

Dr. Harold L. Fuwler, professor of history, will speak on Christianity and a Liberal Education at 3 p.m.

H. LAPIDUS

All Kinds of Alliances Acceptable
ALSO SUITS MADE TO ORDER

All text related to the aforementioned content.
Lyric Soprano Anne Dunn To Present Operatic Recital

The senior concert recital of Anne Howard Dunn, lyric soprano, will be held in the sanctuary of the Williamsburg Methodist Church on Tuesday, February 28, at 8 p.m.

The program will feature vocal compositions by Anne Reese, so­

Students To Present Recital Next Sunday

The second in a series of five student recitals presented by the music department will be held in the sanctuary of the Williamsburg Methodist Church on Sunday, February 26, at 3 p.m.

The program will feature vocal compositions by Anne Reese, so­